Focal & Fringe Necklace by Candie Cooper

Supplies:
.024 49 strand black or bronze Beadalon nylon coated wire
4 #3 Beadalon crimp beads in brass color
Dakota Stones Mardi Gras Jasper Focal Pieces
Seed beads
Dakota Stones spacer beads (hematite or tiger eye rondelles)

String one inch of seed beads onto the beading wire followed by 1 or 2 #3 crimp beads (depending on how heavy your pieces are, sometimes 2 crimp beads is great insurance!)
Thread the tail of beading wire back through the two crimp beads, snug up the loop and crimp.

String the Mardi Gras focal pieces with spacer beads peppered throughout in your desired design.

Finish the end with a seed bead loop.

Attach a clasp, chains, leather, ribbon and more to the seed bead loops for a fun finish.